Top quality rubber threadin the world

"NDX" is the combination of natural and
synthetic rubber latex. It is a high quality
rubber thread with high durability and great

comfort.

Pursuit to durability-Insistence makes confidence ...- 
"NDX" is a blended rubber thread of natural and synthetic latex.
Hence it is much more durable than the one made by

natural latex only.
The top cuff part of clothing like socks usual ly deteriorates
during wearing and washing. "NDX" can solve this problem
with its high level of durability.

The comfort of fitness - The

gentleness in socks - - 

"NDX" is mainly used for clothing , especially socks .
If the tension of top cuff part of socks is too strong , it will cause
pressure to skin.lf it is too weak, socks will fall down easily.
As "NDX" has the most suitable stretch ability , it is ge ,tie to
skin, not easy to fall down and has the best fitness .
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DISTINGUISHED DURABILITY
"NDX" has the following advantages when compared
with natural rubber and spandex.
1. Durable to washing

(detergent, bleacher)

2. Durable to ageing

(deterioration of tension)

3. Durable to weather

(light, ozone)

4. Durable to wear
strength
retainability

test of washing and wearing
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%« If the retainability rate for use goes
below 60%,elastic braid will become
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useless as only fiber's tension re
mains and it can't work as proper
elastic braid.
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for use
Elastic braid using
spandex(soft)
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Elastic braid using
natural rubber
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before use

~period of wearing

6 months

1 year

1 and half year
(data tested by Rondex)

Contents of test
1. Washing(with water)test :
One hour washing with
Marseilles soap obtained
at the rate of 0.5% to wa
ter of the temperature
95°C and rinse and dry.
2. Ageing test:
(80°C X 24 hours tested
by Geer oven ageing test
apparatus)
3. Weather proof test:
(Ultraviolet ray 3000 counts/
hour, 24hours X g mini
hour spray)
4. Wearing test:
( 450times stretching under
80% stretchablity rate)
?<:One cycle=6 months

Even under severe condition,
the superior durability can still perform well.
"NDX" guarantees it!
"NDX" performs its distinguished durability even under bad condition.
test of washing and wearing

Deteriorated elastic braid
'. , 1 ,

The rubber threads of elastic
braid are broken when wearing,
before treatment

after treatment

before treatment

after treatment

Elastic braid without
proper tension.
Though rubber threads are
not broken,the elastic braid's
tension is lost and can't re
store back.

(Elastic braid sample of other company)

omfortable
COMFORT OF FITNESS
Compared with natural rubber and spandex, "NDX" stretches gently

and shrinks promptly.(Please refer to below S-S test graph)
Therefore, socks made by "NDX" at the elastic part, don't tighten much
and don't fall down easily. It is comfortable when wearing.

Comparison of each rubber thread used as the elastic part of socks.
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300%8-8 test of high count rubber thread

~

natural rubber in 90 counts
I

spandex(soft) in 120denier
It requires nearly 3509 of power to
stretch spandex and 100% natural
rubber, so the tension is light.
Also spandex's restoration power is
weak, it is easy to fall down.

300g

NDX in 90counts
200

NDX only takes 230g to stretch to the
same level and tension is gentle.
As NDX restores promptly, socks using
NDX do not fall down easily.
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High quality fron1 high technology

4D RONDEX"
Rondex Co., Ltd., a subsidiary company of Naigai Co., Ltd. (a
Japanese Apparel Company), was established in 1947 and has
been manufacturing rubber thread for over 60 years.
A new factory was established in Thailand in 2002. There are 2
Japanese staff stationing and producing "NDX " under strict
quality control of IS09001.
We are striving to manufacture high standard rubber thread with
high technology.
History - -- - - -- - -- 
1947 Naigai Rubber Thread Ind. Co. Established
1950 "Rondex" trademark registered
1954 Japanese Industrial standard specification obtained
1987 Company name changed to Rondex Co., Ltd.
1997 "Latex used for rubber thread production and its manufacturing
method" patent(#2644972) obtained
2001 Merged with Naigai Co., Ltd.
2002 Thailand factory production started(July)
2004 Thailand factory achieved IS09001 (March)
2006 Shanghai Naigai Trading CO.,Ltd . Established (Jan.)

NAIGAI CO.,LTD
RONDEX DIVISION
=r 111-0052
Yanagibashi First Bldg.,2F., 2-19-6, Yanagibashi.
Taitou-ku, Tokyo 111-0052, Japan
Phone 03-5822-3824 Fax 03-5822-3825
RONDEX (THAILAND) CO.,LTD.
64/64 Moo 4, Tambol Pluakdaeng,
Amphur Pluakdaeng, Rayong 21140
Thailand
Phone 038-955300 Fax 038-955306

SHANGHAI NAIGAI TRADING "u.,...,.~
Suite 2681, Tower B, em CENTER of
No.100 Zunyi Lu, Shanghai, China
TEL: 86-21-6237-2350
FAX: 86-21-6237-2351
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PLEASE CHECK THE CHARACTERISTICS OF "NDX"
The secret to "comfort" lies in this difference.
When both "NDX" and normal spandex thread are stretched by
4 times and the threads restore back slowly after 1 minute .
You can tell the difference!
Normal spandex slacks off but "NDX" does not!!
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Covered yarn using NDX
Covered yarn using spandex(soft)

before stretchability test
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Covered yarn using NDX
Covered yarn using spandex(sott)

after stretchability test
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